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Background information 

• Copyright Clearance Center’s Get It Now 
program 
 

• Reasons for Get It Now at SJSU 
 

• Budget for Get It Now 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Copyright Clearance Center has a program called Get It Now.  The Center has this program as a mediated and unmediated service. SJSU chose the unmediated service which has a turnaround time of retrieving articles in about 4 hours or less. GIN at SJSU was activated in November 2011; there were limited number of publishers mostly in the science and health science areas, but more publishers were being added each month – So late 2011 and the spring of 2012 were testing phases. We chose GIN because SJSU had recently developed a Doctorate in Nursing Practice that was to be online and would start in the Fall of 2012.  The GIN would support this new program.  As this was SJSU’s first doctorate program, we were all eager to show library support. During that time, the university began to develop a 2nd doctorate, this was an Ed.D. program in Educational Leadership.  This too had a major online component and the first cohort began in the summer of 2014.The dean allocated separate funds for the service but in 2015, we had a major influx of funds, when the CSU system canceled Wiley Library Online, the Big Deal.  We took those funds that were designated for the big deal and put them into the budget for GIN.  Budgeting was, shall we say, fluid?  Costs varied by publisher but on average an article would cost the library $24-28.  The CSU Chancellor’s Office offered a 10% discount on all of the articles, which was a great help.  We were able to look at reports 24/7, so we monitored the spending, the dates & times on a regular basis.2015- Wiley big deal cancellations; Unmediated; Costs varied by publishers; Users – all SJSU faculty/students/staff; Fulfillment dates/ times – times quoted in reports were Eastern standard time. Chancellor’s Office offered a subsidy.



 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get Text is SJSU’s link resolver; queries the A-Z journal list and links to the full-text, if available.  If not, the other options for fulfillment are listed, including Get It Now and Interlibrary Services (ILLiad).The Get It Now service gives patrons access to articles that are not included in the MLK Library’s e-journal or database subscriptions.This service is similar to the traditional Interlibrary Loan (ILL); however, Get It Now is faster and easier to use. Usually, you will get an article delivered within 2 to 8 hours after requested.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
After selecting the GetText option, the patrons will be taken to the different options to obtain the article. Since this article is not available through the library’s databases, the Get it Now or ILL options appear.After the patron selects Get it Now, the Get it @ SJSU appears along with the terms and conditions page.  One must agree to the terms and conditions before proceeding.After the patron provides his/her email address, the article pdf will be delivered to that email account within 2 to 8 hours



Limiting Get It Now – March 2016 

• Chancellor’s Office subsidy eliminated 
 
• Concerns about users getting items “just in 

case” 
 

• Demand and article costs increased, which 
prompted the elimination of the unmediated 
Get It Now program 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chancellor subsidy was 10%; Costs were usually $26-28.  Taylor & Francis March 2016  fees skyrocketed – although it was higher than others in the beginning.At the highest point of SJSU GIN activity, there were over 6,000 requests fulfilled.  



Costs Associated with  
Requesting Journal Articles 

• CONTU – Rule of Five 
– Libraries can borrow up to five articles published 

within the last five years from a single journal title 
– Requesting and receiving six or more articles from 

a single journal title in a calendar year results in 
• a denied request 
• starting a subscription to the journal 
• paying of royalties per request in excess of the five 

– Articles older than five years (by date of 
publication) can be borrowed royalty-free 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONTU - Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (http://old.cni.org/docs/infopols/CONTU.html)Get It Now requests do not have to follow the CONTU guidelines, specifically the Rule of FiveAll requests for unsubscribed content, for all libraries, must follow the CONTU guidelinesIn the case of articles that were older than five years, the library was paying that fixed/article cost, which would have included any copyright royalties



• The new workflow 
– Route all requests through RapidILL first 

 
 
 

• The promise 
– Fast turn-around time ~14 hours 
– Set budget 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RapidILL – started in 2011Flat fee of: $3,970.00; still pay copyright fees for post CONTU; regardless of the number borrowed from the system. Limiting Get It Now to a mediated process required our ER coordinator to remove all Get It Now targets (all SFX links were removed). As you can see, Get It Now is not an option for the patron.  The ILL staff may use Get It Now or the standard ILLiad to fulfill the article request, if RapidILL fails. 



Does RapidILL fulfill the promise 
The Negatives 
• Lending aspect 

– RapidILL is predicated on resource sharing 
– SJSU is required to lend commensurate with the 

borrowing numbers 

• History of borrowing and implications to 
lending 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RapidILL requires both lending and borrowing activities.  Good citizen – participate in lending as well.  Since 2012, 12,000-14,000 article requests every yearIndividuals who are not ILL staff are pre-processing requests to move them into RapidILL on Sundays.  However, these efforts are on a “as time permits” basis.



Borrowing Data 
Year (Fiscal 

Year) 
Number of 

RapidILL/ILLiad 
Requests 

Number of Get It Now 
Requests 

Total Number of 
Requests for Non-

SJSU articles 

2012-2013 10,428 2,385 12,813 

2013-2014 9,145 4,006 13,151 

2014-2015 7,837 6,279 14,116 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2012-2013 – ILL department had 3 full-time employees plus student assistants.  They also exercised quality control; each request was verified, checked through the copyright queue, and assessed for accuracy and legibility.2014-2015 – ILL department lost one full-time employee; position became vacant and was reassigned to another unit.  ILS dept stopped exercising quality control.  They automated the copyright queue (i.e., items older than 5 years were automatically sent to the RapidILL queue).  Items newer than 5 years still require staff intervention to proceed.  Fulfilled requests no longer are checked for accuracy and legibility.Implication – Unmediated delivery via GIN is gone; all requests are now mediated



Rapid ILL workflow 

• Mediated  
– RapidILL turnaround time is ~14 hours 
– But this is just a fraction of the total wait time 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RapidILL has an expectation of a 24-hour fulfillment turnaround time for lending librariesReasonably, this means that every RapidILL request, whether it’s borrowing or lending, should be completed within 24 hours.  However, weekends do not count, as many interlibrary loan departments are not open.  



Example #1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ILLiad timestamps – ESTDate of publication is 2015 and therefore newer than 5 years.  All of these journal requests need to be tracked for proper copyright fee payment.



Tracking Example #1 request 

Times are 
EST 

(Delivered to my ILLiad account) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
June 3 – FridayJune 6 – MondayI submitted the request at 2:27 PST; ILS staff checked the article through the copyright queue at 6:22 PST.  Filled by RapidILL



Example #2 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Date of publication was 2016, again this one would require staff intervention to proceed into the RapidILL queue



Tracking Example #2 request  

 Times are 
EST 

(Delivered to my ILLiad account) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
June 1 – WednesdayJune 6 – MondayRequest was submitted on Wednesday, 3:32 pm. Because of its date of publication, the article had to be cleared through the copyright queue, which took place on Thursday, 1:35 pm.  RapidILL was unable to fulfill the request and was sent back to SJSU on Friday, 6/3, at 6:51 am.  SJSU’s ILL staff sent it on to ILLiad lending libraries on Monday at 10:35 am.  It should be noted that the library was closed Friday morning for an all-library in-service meeting.  The article was delivered on Monday, 10:46 am.Failed to be fulfilled in the first RapidILL pod went to ILLiad



Does Rapid ILL fulfill the promise 

The Positives 
• Mediated  

– Less expensive 
– Not paying royalties on articles outside of CONTU  
– Less likely to have the “just in case” requests 
– No complaints, so far 

• Personnel re-organizations 
– Potential for job growth 
– Automation for improved efficiency 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outright costs for this new workflow are significantly less than having unmediated Get It Now targets 	* Flat RapidILL membership fee	* No CONTU charges for older items	* Just in case eliminatedHidden costs for this new workflow	* Employees from other units have had to pitch in to expedite the requests	* Double the workload because the RapidILL requests will reflect the new workflow, and the lending output will need to increase to remain equivalent with borrowing numbers	



Implications 

• Collection Development decisions 
– Review titles for subscription possibilities 
– Consider “big deals” again - cancelations are 

becoming critical as time goes by 

• Barriers in the requesting process 
• Possible solution – implement a limited Get It 

Now 
– Limit to Faculty only, or limit to specific publishers 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CD decisions	* One of our original goals for GIN was to support the DNP and EDD programs; still support these primarily online programs, however there is a greater time delay from request submission to request fulfillment	* We’ve always used our interlibrary loan reports, copyright reports to identify gaps in the collection	* We aren’t subscribed to Wiley’s big deal package, since 2015.  So, 2015-2016 content must be requested through ILL.  These are items that we will have to pay copyright royalty fees when we exceed 5 requests/single journal titleBarriers in the requesting process	* Time as a barrier	* User interface as a barrier (ILLiad registration)Convenience, ease, and timeliness continue to be factors that play a hand in interlibrary servicesLimit to specific publishers, like WileyNew administration, so there may be changes in the future



        Thank you! 
 
Emily Chan   
 emily.chan@sjsu.edu 
 
Susan Kendall  
 susan.kendall@sjsu.edu 
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